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The pleasure of comfort
Since 1934 we have had the pleasure of fi lling homes all around the world with comfort. This has made Stressless® one 

of the best known brands in the furniture industry. The passion for details and innovative solutions shared by all our 

employees, enables us to keep coming up with new systems that will give your body the best possible sitting experience, 

and at the same time provide your living room with an impressive appearance. This year´s innovation, BalanceAdapt™, 

is nothing short of a quantum leap where comfort is concerned.

There are many reasons why our furniture is so comfortable. It has to do with the people, the choice of materials and 

all the innovative solutions we have put into production. The landscape that surrounds us also plays a big role in 

defi ning what we produce. The majestic peaks and endless fjords set our minds at ease and is the perfect medicine on 

the most stressful of days. If you have not visited the fjords yet, but want a taste, if ever so slight, we recommend giving 

Stressless® a try. It may very well be the closest you´ll ever get to the bliss of pure comfort.

Made in Norway
since 1934



STRESSLESS® PANORAMA 

STRESSLESS® METROPOLITAN 

STRESSLESS® SKYLINE

STRESSLESS® VIEW

BalanceAdapt™: Our newest innovation. 
In addition to all the other innovative Stressless® functions (see page 64), the 

BalanceAdapt™ system will provide you with a unique comfort experience. The 

system ensures perfectly balanced seating, as your sitting position adjusts to 

the movements of your body, without the help of levers or handles. This year 

we are proud to present two new sofas and two new chairs with BalanceAdapt™. 6-13
Read more on pages 

NEW
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In addition to all our new products, this year´s catalogue features 

several of our already popular models and innovative solutions – now 

with even more comfort and more options. It is all up to you.

STRESSLESS® ON IPAD Download 

“STRESSLESS” for iPad at App Store.
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Maximum comfort
The smallest of movements is often what makes the diff erence between a good and a 

great sitting experience. With BalanceAdapt™ the sitting angle automatically adjusts 

to your body´s every movement. It´s all about fi nding the right balance, from head to 

toe, without the use of levers or handles. The subtle and soft rocking motion increases 

your comfort in any position, and also ensures that the sitting angle goes even further 

back. The recliner also has the Plus™ system, providing optimal support for your neck 

and lower back, and giving you a unique comfort experience.

Stressless® Metropolitan Sofa and Stressless® Skyline Recliner 

are shown in Batick Snow/Wenge. Stressless® Duo Table. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® METROPOLITAN / STRESSLESS® SKYLINE
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BalanceAdapt™ is integrated into two new sofas, Stressless® Metropolitan and Stressless® Panorama, in addition to our latest recliners with 

a new base design, Stressless® Skyline and Stressless® View. You will without a doubt appreciate the additional comfort this provides.

NEW



NEW



STRESSLESS® PANORAMA / STRESSLESS® VIEW
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STRESSLESS® VIEW (M)

STRESSLESS® PANORAMA

STRESSLESS® PANORAMA

Start your day 
with perfect 
comfort
There are times when one expects 

more from a piece of furniture. It must 

be comfortable for even the smallest 

member of the family. The integrated 

BalanceAdapt™-system makes sure all 

movements feel soft and comfortable, 

for active youngsters and yawning 

parents alike. This way the day gets 

off  to a perfect start – for each and 

every one.

Stressless® View matches Stressless® 

Panorama perfectly, and will provide 

your living room with an elegant mix of 

soft comfort and tight lines.

◂ Stressless® Panorama Sofa and Stressless®  

 View Recliner are shown in Paloma Tomato/ 

 Wenge. Stressless® Duo Table. Our complete  

 range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® VIEW (M) STRESSLESS® PANORAMA STRESSLESS® PANORAMA

Stressless® View has a brand new base, an extra high and slender back with soft holstering, 

wrapped in a timeless design. It also has an adjustable headrest pillow, so that everyone can 

expect an optimal sitting position. Stressless® View is a perfect match to Stressless® Panorama, 

which has a fi xed seat and back. BalanceAdapt™ is integrated in the seat, ensuring personal 

comfort and perfect balance in every seat.

When comfort is of the essence

NEWNEW

Stressless® Panorama Sofa shown in Cori Beige/Wenge. Stressless® Duo Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® PANORAMA / STRESSLESS® VIEW
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Stressless® View Recliner shown in Cori Beige/Wenge. 



NEW



STRESSLESS® SKYLINE
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STRESSLESS® SKYLINE (M)

Based on comfort
Stressless® View and Stressless® Skyline come with a 

brand new base; a combination of laminated beech and 

aluminum, delivered in seven diff erent colors. You can easily 

insert an elevator-kit, providing an additional seating 

height of 1.25 inches. And with BalanceAdapt® elegantly 

integrated in the base, the soft and comfortable rocking 

movements will contribute to a sensation of comfort from 

the soles of your feet to the top of your head.

Stressless® Skyline Recliner shown in 

Batick Snow/Wenge. Our complete range 

of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Individual comfort
Stressless® Metro craves attention, but also knows the fi ne art of suiting its surroundings. Choose this new 

furnishing solution, where friends and family can all get together, and everyone can still have a seat all to oneself. 

Combined with a stylish rotating base, fresh lines, and a new headrest pillow for optimal neck support on the 

high back model, the list of comfort demands is met in every way.

The Stressless® Urban glass table comes in two diff erent sizes; a practical small table and a larger variant that 

among other things can be used as a coff ee table. The table is custom made to match our recliners Stressless® 

Metro and Stressless® City. Even so, both recliners and tables match many of our Stressless® and Ekornes® sofas.

Stressless® Metro Low-Back Recliners are shown in Paloma Chocolate. Stressless® Urban Large Table. 



STRESSLESS® METRO / STRESSLESS® METROPOLITAN
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STRESSLESS® METRO STRESSLESS® METRO 

LOW-BACK

Stressless® Metro Recliner and Stressless® Metropolitan sofa are shown in Cori Petrol. 

Stressless® Metro Low-Back Recliner shown in fabric Calido Aqua. Stressless® Urban Large Table.

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® CITY

STRESSLESS® CITY 

LOW-BACK

Comfort refi ned
The slender and elegant shapes of our 

Stressless® City recliner, makes it perfect 

for a cozy get-together with friends, or 

when all you want is a few minutes of 

soothing alone-time. It comes in a high 

back and a low back design, and with a 

matching ottoman that can also give your 

feet some well-deserved comfort. After 

all, they too deserve being pampered 

every now and then.

Stressless® City Recliner is shown in Paloma 

Taupe. Stressless® Urban Small Table. 



STRESSLESS® CITY / STRESSLESS® E200
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Stressless® City Low Back Recliners are shown in fabric Verona Khaki. Stressless® E200 Sofa shown in Cori Mole. 

Stressless® Coff ee Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



The built-in ErgoAdapt® system on the Stressless® E40, Stressless® E200 and E300 

allows you to sink into its soft cushioning. This discreet tilting mechanism makes 

the sofa automatically adjust to your body, providing you with a perfect sitting angle 

or sleeping position.

The subtle movement of our fl exible headrest is easily adjusted by a handgrip, making 

the sitting experience even better. The headrest can be used on existing Stressless® 

E200 and E300 units, and is easily mounted without tools. The Long Seat has its 

own specially adapted headrest with the same innovative functions.

ErgoAdapt®



STRESSLESS® E200

ErgoAdapt®

ErgoAdapt®

ErgoAdapt®

19
19

The Long Seat automatically tilts down, giving your legs 

perfect support when seated, while staying completely 

fl at when you prefer to lie down.

Regardless of how much available space you have for you 

home theater setup, there is always a place for a Stressless®. 

The geniality lies in the fl exible modules. Find your favorite 

model, and pick your ideal arrangement. We’ve sketched a 

few possible confi gurations from a variety of our styles. See 

www.ekornes.com for a complete overview and measurements 

for each model.

PUT YOUR STRESSLESS® E40/E200/E300 
TOGETHER EXACTLY THE WAY YOU WANT

Standard sofas

Samples

Lying down fl at, no tilt  

When you lie down on the sofa, the 

seat stays completely fl at, off ering 

exquisite comfort and giving you full 

advantage of the oversized seat.

From zero position to tilt position

The new Stressless® ErgoAdapt® 

system automatically tilts the seat as 

you sit down – providing the perfect 

degree of comfort and support.

Stressless® E200 Sofa C22 with Long Seat with headrest in Paloma Clementine/Steel legs. 

Stressless® Coff ee Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® E200 is the sofa that can make all the diff erence in your living room. The 

many choices of color, the comfortable large cushions and stylish legs, makes this 

a sofa that can go with every interior style – and any occasion. In addition our clever 

Stressless® Easy Armrest table fi ts perfectly atop the armrest, where you can steadily 

place your glass of refreshment. Now that is proper pampering.

Refreshingly comfortable



STRESSLESS® E200
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STRESSLESS® E200

LONG SEAT

STRESSLESS® E200

2 SEATER

STRESSLESS® 

E200

1 SEAT

STRESSLESS® E200

3 SEATER

STRESSLESS® E200

C22

STRESSLESS® E200

2 SEATER WITH LONG SEAT

Stressless® E200 Sofa shown in fabric Calido Aqua/Steel leg. Stressless® Easy Armrest table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® E40 Sofa shown in fabric Silva 

Beige/Steel hoop. Our complete range of 

models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® E40
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Stressless® E40 C23 , with Longseat shown in Paloma Rock/Steel hoop. Stressless® Coff ee Table. 

Fully supported
The Stressless® E40 benefi ts from the same innovative system in the 

base as the Stressless® E200 and E300. This allows the seat cushion to 

automatically adjust, providing a perfect sitting angle. The seat back is 

fi xed, the headrest is elegantly integrated in the design and the pillow 

ensures perfect lumbar support.

You can read more about the ErgoAdapt®-system on page 19.

STRESSLESS® E40

LONG SEAT

STRESSLESS® E40

2 SEATER

STRESSLESS® E40

1 SEAT

STRESSLESS® E40

3 SEATER

STRESSLESS® E40

2 SEATER WITH LONG SEAT

STRESSLESS® E40

C32/23



Time to play
When the wind howls and the rain whips against your window, the living room is often transformed from comfort 

zone to playground. This demands a lot of both house and furniture. The Stressless® E300 has the ErgoAdapt®-

system integrated in the base, providing you with optimal support and comfort. The model also off ers Long Seat and 

a custom-fi tted headrest, allowing you to sit comfortably in an upright position or see the world from a diff erent 

angle. Go ahead and play – the sofa will handle it!



STRESSLESS® E300
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STRESSLESS® E300

LONG SEAT

STRESSLESS® E300

2 SEATER

STRESSLESS® 

E300 1 SEAT

STRESSLESS® E300

3 SEATER

STRESSLESS® E300

C32/23

STRESSLESS® E300

2 SEATER WITH LONG SEAT

Stressless® E300 Sofa with Long Seat in Paloma Light Grey and wooden legs. Stressless® Duo Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® NORDIC (M)

STRESSLESS® NORDIC (L)

STRESSLESS® CROWN (M)

STRESSLESS® CROWN (L)

The comfort 
of your choosing
Most of our Stressless® designs are available in two or 

three sizes. We want everyone to have the opportunity 

to experience unsurpassed relaxation, regardless of 

body shape and size. If you want it, it´s yours, as long 

as you feel comfortable.

Stressless® Crown has a classical and traditional 

appearance, with a bucket shaped design, providing 

additional side support and unique sitting comfort.

Stressless® Nordic has a modern and soft appearance, 

with slender lines. 

Stressless® Crown (L) Recliner shown in Batick Mole/Wenge. Ekornes® Corner table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

NEW



STRESSLESS® NORDIC / STRESSLESS® CROWN
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Stressless® Nordic (M) and Stressless® Nordic (L) Recliners are shown in Batick Cream/wenge. Ekornes® Corner table. 

NEW
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Do you have the feeling that the 

seat back reclines suffi  ciently?

Can you adjust the 

headrest so that it lies 

fl at when you recline?

Is your head supported 

comfortably as you lie 

down to read or watch TV?

Does the chair provide good 

lumbar support in all positions?

Does the recliner feel 

stable and safe? 

Worth testing
You’re the only one who knows what feels best for you. That is why we encourage all our customers to try 

a Stressless®. This ensures that you will fi nd a recliner with the right size and fi rmness. We can guarantee 

that it will be time well spent. A Stressless® recliner is after all an investment for many years to come.
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COMFORT TEST™

Does the gliding movement 

smoothly adjust to your 

body weight?

Do the chair and ottoman 

move with you as you 

shift positions?

Are the height and width 

of the chair right for you?

Is the ottoman positioned 

in the right place to give 

you maximum leg support?

Are you aware of how 

your entire body relaxes?

Is the recliner 

complemented by a 

matching reclining 

sofa?



A corner of possibilities
Some of our sofas come in both high back and low back options with individually adjustable seats.  Whether you prefer sitting 

up a little straighter or you love leaning back, the Plus™-system will provide optimal support for your neck and lower back.

In a Stressless® Arion you can easily curl up in the corner. It comes in many diff erent confi gurations, and you can even create 

your own personal comfort corner. 

Stressless® Nordic has a modern and soft appearance that fi ts both high back and low back sofas perfectly.



STRESSLESS® ARION / STRESSLESS® NORDIC
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STRESSLESS® NORDIC (M)

STRESSLESS® NORDIC (L)

STRESSLESS® ARION

HIGH-BACK

STRESSLESS® ARION

LOW-BACK

Stressless® Arion shown in fabric Siena Dark Beige/Steel leg. 

Stressless® Nordic (M) Recliner shown in Cori Beige/Wenge. 

Stressless® Jazz Sofa table. Stressless® Easy Armrest table. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® Legend Sofa 

and Stressless® Magic (M)

Recliner shown in Cori 

Passion/Natural. 

Stressless® Duo Table.



STRESSLESS® LEGEND / STRESSLESS® MAGIC
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Stressless® Legend Sofa shown in Cori Vanilla/Wenge. Stressless® Duo Table with Stressless® Duo Ottoman. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

STRESSLESS® MAGIC (S)

STRESSLESS® MAGIC (M)

STRESSLESS® MAGIC (L)

STRESSLESS® LEGEND  

LOW-BACK

STRESSLESS® LEGEND  

HIGH-BACK

A functional living room provides an additional 

sensation of comfort. Place a Stressless® 

Legend and a Stressless® Magic in the same 

room, and you have a perfect combination. Extra 

soft cushions, elegant design, adjustable seats, 

and the freedom to choose between high or low 

backs on your sofa. In addition, the Stressless® 

Duo ottoman can be used as both a leg support 

and an additional seat. It can also be made into 

a small table – by placing the hidden wood plate 

on its top. And when the occasion demands a 

little extra space, you can place the ottomans 

under your Stressless® Duo table.

Functional design



When comfort is at stake
What better follow-up to a great dinner, than an hour or two of friendly competition? The winner gets to stretch out on the sofa, 

whilst the looser clears the table and does the dishes. Stressless® Paradise comes in a high back and low back design. The 

Stressless® Dream recliner matches Stressless® Paradise perfectly. With so much at stake, one must be sure to keep both eyes 

on the prize, fi ngers ready to touch the remote, and ones back perfectly placed in the seat. The latter is ensured by the sofa. 

Who ends up victorious is up to you. May the best and luckiest competitor win.



STRESSLESS® PARADISE / STRESSLESS® DREAM
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STRESSLESS® PARADISE 

HIGH-BACK

STRESSLESS® PARADISE 

LOW-BACK

STRESSLESS® VISION (S)

STRESSLESS® DREAM (M)

STRESSLESS® SPIRIT (L)

Stressless® Paradise Sofa and Stressless® 

Dream (M) Recliner are shown in Batick Grey/

Wenge. Our complete range of models is 

shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® Wave MC32 sectional shown in Cori Vanilla/Black 

wooden legs. Stressless® Duo Table with Stressless® Duo Ottoman. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® WAVE
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STRESSLESS® NORDIC (M)

STRESSLESS® NORDIC (L)

STRESSLESS® WAVE 

HIGH-BACK

STRESSLESS® WAVE 

LOW-BACK

Complete your 
comfort zone
Stressless® Wave loves taking on 

many people at a time. Or just you. 

With its tight lines and perfect, soft 

corner this sofa is perfect for good 

times of all sorts.



The choice is yours
The back of the Stressless® Voyager has a characteristic shape, 

that ensures the recliners cushion curves perfectly around your 

body. The Stressless® Liberty sofa matches the recliner perfectly 

and comes in both a high back and a low back edition. Naturally 

both sofa and recliner have got the same soft cushioning, with 

that unmistakable luxurious feel. Adding to the experience; the 

Stressless® Swing table, where you can place your book, cup or 

something else within reach. The choice is yours.

Stressless® Voyager (M) and Stressless® Voyager (L) Recliners are shown 

in Cori Mustard/Wenge. Ekornes® Corner table. Stressless® Swing Table.



STRESSLESS® VOYAGER / STRESSLESS® LIBERTY
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STRESSLESS® VOYAGER (M)

STRESSLESS® VOYAGER (L)

STRESSLESS® LIBERTY  

LOW-BACK

STRESSLESS® LIBERTY  

HIGH-BACK

Stressless® Liberty Sofa shown in Royalin Tiger Eye. Ekornes® Pegasus Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® CROWN (M)

STRESSLESS® CROWN (L)

Clever comfort
We continuously strive to fi nd ways of further 

enhancing your comfort. Our many clever, integrated 

table solutions are tailor made for your most 

comfortable sitting position, whilst at the same time 

ensuring that the look and overall feel of your 

Stressless® recliner is not compromised.

STRESSLESS® SWING TABLE

The Stressless® Swing table heightens your state of 

comfort in a Stressless® recliner. This small, versatile 

table carries your remote, cup, book or whatever else 

you like to keep handy. It fi ts most recliners with our 

famous round base.

STRESSLESS® PERSONAL TABLE

The Stressless® Personal table is a fi rm and stable 

workspace, situated directly above your lap. And, best 

of all, it allows you to fully enjoy all the ergonomic 

advantages of your favorite recliner. When you’re done 

surfi ng, simply swing the table aside and fold it down 

alongside the recliner.



STRESSLESS® CROWN
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Stressless® Crown (M) Recliner is shown in Batick Mole/Wenge. Stressless® Swing Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® City and Stressless® City Low Back Recliners are shown in Paloma Clementine. 

Stressless® Urban Large Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® DESIGN ONLINE
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IT´S EASY:

1. Log on to www.ekornes.com and click on  

 Stressless® Design Online.

2. Choose between and mix all the diff erent  

 Stresslesss®-models, fabrics, leathers  

 and wood colors.

3. Print your tailor-made design.

4. Bring the print along or e-mail it to your  

 local Stressless® retailer, and have your  

 dreams come true.

Stressless® Design Online
Designing your own living room does not get easier than this.

With our newest online solution – Stressless® Design Online, dreaming doesn´t cost a thing.

STRESSLESS® ON IPAD 

Download “STRESSLESS” for iPad at App Store.

Log on to 

www.ekornes.com 

and click on 

Stressless® Design Online



Stressless® Windsor Sofa and Stressless® Mayfair (M) Recliner are shown in Paloma Light Grey/Wenge. 

Ekornes® Windsor Sofa table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

High or low
Every little detail on a Stressless® recliner and sofa is designed with your well-being in mind. Whether you lay back 

or sit up-right, our innovative solutions make sure your sitting experience is as good as possible. Soft cushioning 

lets you sink deeply into the seat, and the adjustable headrests allow you to fi nd the perfect sleeping position.

Stressless® Windsor and Stressless® Mayfair compose an excellent combination of high and low backs that meet 

the need for optimal support, in addition to being a clever use of space.



STRESSLESS® WINDSOR / STRESSLESS® MAYFAIR
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STRESSLESS® CHELSEA (S)

STRESSLESS® MAYFAIR (M)

STRESSLESS® KENSINGTON (L)

STRESSLESS® WINDSOR

HIGH-BACK

STRESSLESS® WINDSOR

LOW-BACK



Stressless® Buckingham Sofa and Stressless® Kensington (L) Recliner are shown in Cori Beige/Wenge. Ekornes® Windsor Sofa table. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

Inviting and exclusive
Stressless® Buckingham is a classic and exclusive sofa that comes in both a high back and low back option. It 

has individually adjustable seats, and the gliding mechanism integrated in the seat will follow your every 

movement. Experience optimal comfort, whether making important decisions or choosing what TV-channel to 

watch. A Stressless® Kensington complements the room, with soft and comfortable pillows and an inviting design.



STRESSLESS® BUCKINGHAM / STRESSLESS® KENSINGTON
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Stressless® Eldorado Sofa and Recliner are 

shown in Batick Snow/Wenge. Stressless® 

Soft ottoman. Ekornes® Windsor Sofa table. 

Stressless® Corner table. Our complete 

range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

Lean back in the soft Stressless® Eldorado, and experience its welcoming comfort. 

The soft cushioning on its armrests and the way it comfortably supports your entire 

back, makes it a great place for a good discussion – or total silence. And with a 

Stressless® ottoman you can also kick back, and let your dreams take charge. The 

built-in system ensures optimal support in two ways; the up-right position, and the 

level position. The top of the ottoman can be opened, and you´ll fi nd plenty of space 

for remotes, magazines and other nick-knacks under the seat.

Gratifying functionality



STRESSLESS® ELDORADO
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STRESSLESS® TAMPA (S)

STRESSLESS® RENO (M)

STRESSLESS® VEGAS (L)

 STRESSLESS® ELDORADO

LOW-BACK

STRESSLESS® ELDORADO

HIGH-BACK

STRESSLESS® ELDORADO 



EKORNES® MANHATTAN EKORNES® MANHATTANSTRESSLESS® ELDORADO STRESSLESS® TAMPA (S)

STRESSLESS® RENO (M)

STRESSLESS® VEGAS (L)

By creatively combining delicate leathers and elegant woodwork, you can preserve your living room´s classic 

and exclusive appearance. If you should wish to give your living room a fresh, new look, Ekornes® Manhattan 

matches Stressless® Eldorado chair, and also our recliners Stressless® Tampa, Reno or Vegas, perfectly.

Classic and elegant

Ekornes® Manhattan Sofa shown in Cori Brown/natural. Ekornes® Windsor Sofa table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



EKORNES® MANHATTAN / STRESSLESS® RENO
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Stressless® Reno (M) Recliner is shown in Cori Brown/natural.

Stressless® Swing Table.



Ekornes® Oslo is a classic sofa that lets you choose between visible woodwork and a fully upholstered front. 

Its warm and soft shapes make it a perfect match to the Stressless® Reno, which with its adjustable headrest 

and integrated gliding mechanism follows your body´s every movement. No matter how you choose to sit or 

lie down, you´ll discover how we have put comfort at the core of this sofa.

Comfort at the core



EKORNES® OSLO / STRESSLESS® RENO
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STRESSLESS® TAMPA (S)

STRESSLESS® RENO (M)

STRESSLESS® VEGAS (L)

EKORNES® OSLO

WITH WOOD TRIM

EKORNES® OSLO

WITH UPHOLSTERED TRIM

Stressless® Reno (M) Recliners and Ekornes® Oslo Sofa are shown in PalomaSand/Wenge. 

Ekornes® Windsor Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® Blues (M) Recliner shown in Paloma Black. 

Stressless® Jazz Table. Our complete range of models is 

shown on pages 68-75.



STRESSLESS® BLUES
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STRESSLESS® BLUES (M)STRESSLESS® BLUES (M)

Stressless® Blues (M) Recliner shown in Batick Snow. Stressless® Flexi Table. 

Comfort within reach
Stressless® Blues is stylish, sophisticated and comfortable. Its perfect 

combination of shiny details and classic design makes it perfect for 

anyone seeking a sturdy look.

The legs on the Stressless® Jazz Corner table has the same shape as 

the base on Stressless® Jazz  and Stressless® Blues. The table has a 

practical storing shelf, and its surface is easy to maintain.

Stressless® Flexi table is perfect for both working and kicking back. It 

is height adjustable, and the glass tabletop can easily be tilted, 

transforming it into a standing PC-table. Work at home in peaceful 

surroundings, embraced by the comfort only a Stressless® can provide.





STRESSLESS® JAZZ
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STRESSLESS® JAZZ (M)

◂ Stressless® Jazz (M) Recliner shown in Cori Beige.  

 Stressless® Urban Small table. Our complete   

 range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

A perfect end 
to the day
A hard day´s work is at an end, and 

all is peaceful and quiet. Finally you 

can both curl up in a Stressless® Jazz. 

The recliner is all about quality, 

and for you it´s about time to share. 

Put the two together, and you got 

yourself some real quality time. The 

chair´s integrated Plus™-system, 

adjustable headrest and elegant 

base-design, sums up to a most 

eff ective recharging station. Now 

enjoy that good conversation, or 

the movie of your choosing.



You move more than 300 times during the length of a movie. But do not 

despair – the spacious, soft seats in your Stressless® Home Theater 

solution, in combination with the Stressless® ottoman ensures an optimal 

movie experience.

Movie bonanza

Stressless® Wave SC 121 shown in Paloma Black/Steel legs. Stressless® Double 

Ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.
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STRESSLESS® HOME THEATER

The clever sector tables and armrests complete the Stressless® home theater setup, 

both functionally and aesthetically. No need to get up! Now everyone can keep their 

own giant bowl of popcorn, or selected beverage, within reach. The clever armrests 

double as practical storage places, and so do the Stressless® ottomans.

The Stressless® Double ottoman features plenty of leg room for two, plus ample storage space inside. It also comes 

with an optional table top, which can be placed on the ottoman – as a handy refreshment table – when needed.

The Stressless® Oval ottoman has been built around the same general idea – with its removable pillow, the ottoman 

doubles as a convenient table. The pillow can be stored underneath the tabletop when not in use. 

Stressless® Arion SC 11 shown in Paloma Black/Steel legs. 

Stressless® Double Ottoman.

Stressless® Legend SC 121 shown in Paloma Black.

Stressless® Duo Ottoman. 

Stressless® Oval Ottoman.Stressless® Double Ottoman.



The Plus™-system, integrated in the Stressless® Home Theater solution 

ensures optimal comfort. The headrest moves in parallel to the back, making 

the hours spent in front of the big screen a terrifi c experience. Choose 

between ordinary armrests, an Ekornes Corner Table, or our practical Sector 

armrests. A Stressless® Home Theater set-up gives every movie an exciting 

or happy ending. If you don´t fall asleep, that is.

Epic relaxation
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Ekornes® Corner Table (CT) combines the need for a 

table with the need for individual positioning of the 

chairs and sofas. The Corner Table is free-standing, 

allowing you to re-organise the furniture when 

needed. Corner Table can be placed with any chair/

sofa combination.

The Stressless® Sector (SC)/Sector Arm (SCA) is upholstered like the sofa and hides a 

storage space under its top. The Sector/Sector Arm also functions as an armrest, which 

is why setups with Sector/Sector Arm tables should be treated as a fi xed unit.

SCA 11

SCA 111

SCA 22

SC 11

SC 12

SC 111

SC 22

SC 121 CT 121

CT 22

CT 111

CT 12

CT 11

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

Sector (SC) Sector Arm (SCA) Corner table (CT)

STRESSLESS® HOME THEATER

▸ Stressless® Wave CT 121 shown in Batick Snow/Round 

wooden legs, Ekornes® Corner Table, Stressless® Easy Armrest 

table, Stressless® Double Ottoman. 

Regardless of how much available space you have for 

you home theater setup, there is always a place for a 

Stressless®. The geniality lies in the fl exible modules. 

Find your favorite model, and pick your ideal arrangement 

from the size and positioning chart. We’ve sketched a 

few possible confi gurations from a variety of our styles. 

See www.ekornes.com for a complete overview and 

measurements for each model.

Stressless® Arion

SCA 11,  W:82" 

SCA 12,  W:102" 

SCA 111,  W:115 ¾" 

SCA 22,  W:124 ½"

SCA 121,  W:137 ½"

Stressless® Legend

SCA 11,  W:82" 

SCA 12,  W:102" 

SCA 111,  W:115 ¾" 

SCA 22,  W:124 ½"

SCA 121,  W:137 ½"

Stressless® Wave

SCA 11,  W:82"

SCA 12,  W:102" 

SCA 111,  W:115 ¾" 

SCA 22,  W:124 ½"

SCA 121,  W:137 ¼"

Stressless® Arion

SC 11,  W:72 ½"

SC 12,  W:93 ¾"

SC 111,  W:108 ¼"

SC 22,  W:115"

SC 121,  W:130"

Stressless® Legend

SC 11,  W:72 ½"

SC 12,  W:93 ¾"

SC 111,  W:108 ¼"

SC 22,  W:115”

SC 121,  W:130”

Stressless® Wave

SC 11,  W:72 ¼"

SC 12,  W:93 ¾"

SC 111,  W:108 ¼" 

SC 22,  W:115"

SC 121,  W:130"

Stressless® Arion

CT 11,  W:93" 

CT 12,  W:113" 

CT 111,  W:138 ¼" 

CT 22,  W:132 ¾"

CT 121,  W:159 ¾"

Stressless® Legend

CT 11,  W:87" 

CT 12,  W:107" 

CT 111,  W:137" 

CT 22,  W:126 ¾"

CT 121,  W:157 ¾"

Stressless® Wave

CT 11,  W:93" 

CT 12,  W:113 ¼" 

CT 111,  W:137" 

CT 22,  W:133 ¾"

CT 121,  W:158 ½"

◂ Stressless® Arion home theater are shown in Paloma Clementine. 

 Stressless® Oval Ottoman.

 Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.



Stressless® Jazz Offi  ce is shown in Paloma Black. 

Our line of Stressless® Home Offi  ce chairs are our contribution to a truly satisfying home offi  ce experience. 

Your back deserves the same amount of relaxation while working, as while relaxing. The simple truth is if your 

back is enjoying itself, your mind works better. The combination of the comfort of a Stressless® recliner and 

the mobility of a wheeled offi  ce chair provides you with the ability to get the job done, without the stiff ness in 

your back at the end of the day.

Comfort on wheels
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1 2 3 4 5 6

STRESSLESS® OFFICE

1 The headrest adjusts automatically, so you can read and watch TV, even in a reclining  position. 2 The Plus™ system adjusts the lower back 

support simultaneously with the headrest. Upright or reclined, you’re always perfectly supported. 3 Lower the headrest to the sleep position with 

one simple movement. 4 Adjust the Stressless® Glide wheels to the setting of your desire. You can automatically shift to any seating position 

simply by using your body weight. 5 Comfort Zones™ give you a better seating comfort, as the indentations let you sink deeper into the seat and 

back of the recliner. 6 Your Stressless® Offi  ce chair can easily and smoothly be height-adjusted by using the handle under the seat. The base with 

wheels is carefully developed and designed to give optimal stability and freedom of movement.

Stressless® Reno Offi  ce Recliner and Ekornes® Oslo Sofa are shown in Paloma Light Grey/Wenge. 

Stressless® Duo Table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 68-75.

Magic Offi  ce Recliner is shown in Royalin Dark Brown/Brown. 

Stressless® Mayfair Offi  ce is 

shown in Paloma Black/Natural.
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The perforated foam is molded directly over the frame. The 

indentations in our new Comfort-Zones™ technology let your 

body sink deeper into the seat, giving you an overall embraced 

feeling for even more enhanced personal comfort.

An additional pad of soft space-age foam ensures optimum comfort.

Super-soft polyester fi ber cushions your body and ensures an 

attractive look.

Durable steel frame and fl exo springs for superior resilience and 

continuous support.

Plus™ system provides continuous support for your head and 

lower back. Double-sided mechanism ensures maximum stability 

and functionality.

Genuine top-grain leather or fabric covers the entire seat, for a 

luxurious look and feel.

Unique Stressless® Glide system automatically adjusts to your 

body weight.

Two-stem base adds superior stability.

For maximum mobility, swivel actions lets you easily turn 360˚.

The headrest adjusts 

automatically, so you can 

read and watch TV, even 

in a reclining  position. 

The Plus™ system adjusts 

the lower back support 

simultaneously with the 

headrest. Upright or 

reclined, you’re always 

perfectly supported.

Lower the headrest to the 

sleep position with one 

simple movement.

Adjust the Stressless® Glide 

wheels to the setting of your 

desire. You can automatically 

shift to any seating position 

simply by using your body 

weight.

        YEAR 
              G U A R A N T E E 

AGINST FABRICATION FAULTS

ON INTERNAL MECHANISM

The unique cushioning in our Stressless® recliners and sofas embraces and supports your body 

like nothing else. 40 years of innovation have brought us to a point where we wholeheartedly can 

say that our Stressless® recliners and sofas are the best on the market. One reason why we can 

take such a bold stance is that the manufacturing of every little component on a Stressless® takes 

place at our own factories, in the fjords of Norway.

Discover the secrets of personal comfort
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Easy-to-move  ottoman 

features built-in Glide  

system that adjusts to 

your body movement for 

ultimate comfort.

Comfort Zones™ give you a 

better seating comfort, as 

the indentations let you 

sink deeper into the seat 

and back of the recliner. 

Comfort is a matter of feeling good about yourself, just the way 

you are. That is why most of our Stressless® designs are available 

in two or three sizes. Our wish is for every unique individual to be 

able to experience unsurpassed relaxation. Choose a Stressless® 

that suits your size, and makes you feel well!

THE UNIQUE STRESSLESS® FEATURES 

Stressless® Magic (M) and Stressless® Magic (L) 

Recliners are shown in Batic Snow/Wenge. 

Ekornes® Corner Table. Our complete range of 

models is shown on pages 68-75.



Batick

Cori

Royalin

Paloma

Ekornes® off ers four categories of leather, In a selection of beautiful colours.

BATICK is a corrected, pigment improved and grain embossed upholstery leather, which has had most 

of its natural marks removed. Batick may have a two-tone color effect to liven up the surface. Batick is 

resistant to fading, although changes in color will occur over time due to use and exposure to light. A 

protective layer of lacquer simplifies cleaning. Simple cleaning, excellent durability and a reasonable 

price make Batick a good choice.

PALOMA is a slightly corrected leather with a combination of dyes and pigments that smoothes down 

some of the structure (the grain pattern) of the leather. The grain structure in Paloma may, however, vary 

a little at some parts of the furniture, and also minor color nuances may appear in the leather. Natural 

marks, scars and insect bites are natural and will appear in Paloma. A thin coat of lacquer gives Paloma 

some protection and simplifies cleaning, but Paloma does not have the same heavy-duty quality and 

protection as Batick and Cori. Due to its soft, natural and comfortable expression, Paloma is a very 

popular choice.

CORI is a corrected, pigment improved and grain embossed upholstery leather. Cori is somewhat thicker 

and has a larger pebbled grain than Batick. Most of its natural marks are removed. Also, some of the Cori 

colors have a two-tone color effect to liven up the surface. A protective layer of lacquer simplifies 

cleaning. Cori is a wise choice if you want leather with excellent durability.

ROYALIN is the most exclusive of Ekornes’s leather types, but also the most vulnerable. Royalin is a type 

of leather with natural pebbled grain and structure, and may have minor color nuances and some natural 

marks. This is characteristic for a natural material such as Royalin. A very light surface treatment 

provides a certain protection, but Royalin absorbs moisture easily, and is extra vulnerable to wear and 

tear, heat, sunlight, spills and perspiration. This requires greater care in use and more vulnerability to 

influence from direct contact with human skin (especially from neck/hair and hands). Royalin has the 

softness and a rich warm glow that characterize first-class furniture leather. Variances including grain 

pattern and color are an inherent feature within Royalin leather and are a natural mark of high quality.

Ekornes is one of Europe’s largest consumers of leather. 
We purchase the leather from selected tanneries all over 
the world. Our own inspectors take part in the leather 
selection, which is conducted in accordance with inter-
national norms for quality determination. The experience 
we have gained from this work is for your benefit when you 
buy Stressless® or Ekornes® leather furniture. Our leather 
is manufactured according to current laws, guidelines and 
recommendations on durability, and for the use and content 
of chemicals and other substances. We are cooperating 
with recognized international institutions in this line of 
business, to ensure that we are updated at all times with 
events relating to health, safety and the environment.

The leather for our furniture is a natural material that 
comes from cattle hides. 
When the hide has gone through a tanning process and 
further processing to achieve the correct durability 
properties, it is called leather. One characteristic of a hide 
is that it is marked by nature, vegetation and the care the 
animal has been subjected to. Cattle spend most of their 
lives outdoors, and will therefore be marked by external 
influences like insect bits, tears, scars, wrinkles, stretch 
marks, etc. 

The following are some of the properties of leather that 
you should be aware of: 
Leather is a natural product and is a beautiful and lively 
material used in furniture making. Each hide is unique in 
its structure, appearance, nuance and size. Ekornes may 
use several hides when making your furniture. This, 
together with the leather’s play of colors and natural 
marks, makes each piece of furniture unique. In time, the 
leather will age and gain patina. It is important that you 
are aware of one thing: although leather furniture can 
withstand a lot of wear and tear, its appearance will 
change with the years.
 
The following applies to all types of leather used by 
Ekornes: Hide absorbs dyes differently and therefore the 
leather may have color nuances. These are due to dissi-
milarities and different fiber structures, which affect the 
coloring of the hide and how the hide absorbs the dyes 
during the tanning process. 

All our leather qualities are deep-dyed, but there could 
always be a deviation between the basic color of the hide 
(the color of the side that faces the upholstery side of the 
furniture), and the color of the grain side (the external 
side) i.e. the color of the outer layer. This is normal. It is 
possible to use the same basic color for leathers with 
different top colors.

Dyes and dyeing methods may vary between the different 
leather colors and leather qualities. Therefore, the basic 
color and the color of the top layer (which forms the wear 
layer and the final desired color of the finished product) of 
a given leather quality may differ.

Some of the leather dyes have a two-tone color effect 
(shadow/antique effect). Leather dyed with a two-tone 
effect may change character faster and wear more 
unevenly than leather with just one color. This applies in 
particular to areas of the furniture that are exposed to 
harder wear such as armrests, seat cushions and neck 
supports. 

The top layer protects the leather and simplifies cleaning, 
but is nonetheless vulnerable to soiling and wear. If the top 
layer/top color is destroyed, the leather may deteriorate 
faster. Penetrating spills/damage/scratches are normally 
irreparable and may result in the top color changing 
character, cracking or peeling off.  

Please note that denim clothing and jeans may leave color 
on the leather, which is difficult to remove without risking 
destruction of the top color of the leather. Light leather 
colors, in particular, are vulnerable to such color contami-
nation. 

All furniture leather sold by Ekornes is resistant to light, 
but changes in color may occur as a result of use and 
extensive exposure to light. Consequently, furniture should 
not be exposed to direct sunlight or direct heat from 
heaters and other sources of heat. Leather is vulnerable to 
exposure to oils from direct contact with human skin 
(especially of the neck and hands). 

Remember: leather has a relatively long life-time, but can 
easily be destroyed by incorrect handling.

Ekornes® upholstery leather
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Calido

Dinamica

Verona

Siena

Luna

Iris

Crocus Ocean Molli

Terra

Umbra

Karma

Silva

Flora

Our specially selected fabric collection meets the most severe requirements in the furniture trade. Stressless®  fabrics are produced according to 

strict conditions with respect to nature; they are also prepared for heavy-duty use, light tolerance and fl ammability. Choose from all ranges in a wide 

selection of colors that match your interior.

Please note that color changes will occur with time, as a result of use and the eff ect of light. You should always protect your furniture from direct 

sunlight. To prolong the life and appearance of your chair or sofa, the fabric upholstery should be regularly cleaned.

Fabrics

Stressless® Leather and Fabric Care kits The Stressless® wooden colors

To match the high quality of our furniture, Ekornes now off ers its own leather and fabric (including micro-
fi ber) care series. 
The Stressless® Leather Care kit (medium, large) and the Stressless® Leather Care Wipes contain a leather 
cleaner, a protection cream and wipes. For nurturing, and making the leather more resistant to stains, the 
protection cream should be applied to all leather surfaces when your recliner is new. For later treatment, 
in addition to regularly removing stains, we recommend that the leather is cleaned with the Stressless® 
Leather Cleaner at least every 6 months. Always apply protection cream after cleaning. 
Please see www.ekornes.com for further information about maintaining your leather furniture.
The Stressless® Fabric Care kit contains a fabric cleaner, a stain remover 
and ‘Ox cleaner’. This kit gives you everything you need to clean a piece 
of furniture in just minutes, without removing the fabric cover. For resist-
ant stains, use the Fabric Cleaner together with the Stain Remover and 
‘Ox Cleaner’.
These are the only cleaners Ekornes will approve. Ekornes will decline 
all responsibility in cases where other products than those approved 
by Ekornes have been used to maintain your leather and fabric furniture.

Made from laminated European beech, a light-colored 

wood with an attractive grain, exceptionally suitable 

for staining in various colors. Also, the strength of 

the wood makes beech furniture extremely durable.

LEATHER, FABRICS AND WOOD



Steel leg, round
Arion / Wave

Sector/Sector Arm

Big Corner

Medium Corner

E200/E300

Steel hoop
Wave

Steel hoop
Arion

E40

Metropolitan

Wooden hoop 
Arion

Wooden hoop 
E40

Metropolitan

Wooden leg, round
Arion /  Wave

Sector/Sector Arm

Big Corner

Medium Corner

E200/E300

Several of our sofa models can be delivered with a range 

of diff erent legs. Steel legs provides your sofa with a more 

sophisticated appearance, whilst wooden legs makes your 

living room appear warmer. No matter what you choose, 

comfort is ensured – that we can guarantee.

Wooden hoop 
(laminated)
Wave

Wooden leg, 
square
Wave

STRESSLESS® OVAL OTTOMAN
The Stressless® Oval Ottoman has a removable pillow, thus doubling as a 

convenient table. When you don’t need it to rest your feet on, simply store 

the pillow below the tabletop.

W:37" H:18 ½" D:19 ¼" 

STRESSLESS® DOUBLE OTTOMAN
The Double Ottoman has plenty of leg room for two, plus ample storage 

space inside. The optional table top serves as a handy refreshment table 

that can be placed on the ottoman when needed. 

W:47" – 60 ½" H: 19" D:24"

Can be used as a footstool, or 

as a small table. Simply take 

the wooden table inserted into 

the side, place it on the top, 

and you have a convenient 

small and movable table. If not 

in use, you can easily place it 

under the Stressless® Duo table.  

W:24" D:13 ¼" H:17 ¼"

STRESSLESS® DUO OTTOMAN

STRESSLESS® MODERN AND STRESSLESS® SOFT OTTOMAN
Our ottoman is ingenious in at least two ways. It has a built-in tilt system, 

which makes sure the angle of the ottoman is adapted to your sitting 

position. It also has room for all the extras, under its removable top. 

The ottoman comes in two sizes.

W:20" D:15 ¾"  H:17 ¼" W:23 ½"  D:23 ½"  H:17 ¼" 

W:20 ¾"  D:19 ¼"  H:17 ¼" W:25 ¼"  D:27 ¼" H:17 ¼"

Choose legs Rest your feet
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STRESSLESS® URBAN TABLE 
The stylish Stressless® Urban glass table is 

designed to match the new Stressless® Metro 

and City recliners. Choose between a lager sofa 

table edition and a practical small edition to 

place next to your Stressless® recliner. 

All of our tables are developed to serve a special purpose. Some of them are designed to fulfi l the unique Stressless® comfort experience, 

and some of them to complement specifi c Stressless® sofa series. The sofa tables with wooden legs are made of high-quality toughened 

glass and beech, and are available in seven diff erent wood colors to match your furnishing and interior style. 

EKORNES® JAZZ TABLE 
The Ekornes® Jazz tables are made specifi cally 

to match Stressless® Jazz Recliners. Choose 

between the round or rectangular versions, 

or the clever corner table that fi ts  perfectly 

between two recliners.

R: 41 ¼" H: 17 ¾"

EKORNES® WINDSOR TABLE
Enhance the décor of your home with our Windsor 

table. It features sleek, simple lines with a shelf 

below, perfect for storing remotes, books and 

magazines. The Windsor table is designed to 

complement both the Windsor and Buckingham 

series. 

L: 51 ½" W: 27 ½" H: 19"

EKORNES® PEGASUS TABLE
The design complements the Pegasus collection 

with curved wood legs. A shelf beneath the 

tabletop is a good place to store newspapers, 

magazines  and remote controls.

L: 50" W: 30 ¼" H: 19" 

STRESSLESS® DUO TABLE 
Made from high quality toughened glass with 

beech. Natural, or stained in the following colors: 

Mahogany, teak, cherry, brown, wenge and black. 

Add up to four Stressless Duo Ottomans and the 

result is the epitome of functional design. 

W:42 ½" D:33 ¾" H:17 ¼"

L: 23 ¼" H: 17 ¾" W: 26 ¾" 

L: 55" W: 35 ½" H: 17 ¾"

STRESSLESS® COFFEE TABLE 
A fl exible and cleverly designed table in stainless 

steel and glass, that fi ts perfectly above the seat 

of your sofa. Your snack, or beverage, is never 

more than an arm’s length away. Stressless® 

Coff ee table can also be used as a side table, 

and if you put two of them together they form 

an ingenious sofa table.

W:23 ½" H:19 ½" D:19 ½"

EKORNES®  ELLIPSE TABLE

Flexible and easy-to-move, our Ellipse table 

keeps everything at hand wherever you choose 

to sit. Simply slide it in close, to maximize your 

comfort zone. 

W: 15" D: 19 ¼"  H: 21 ¼"-29 ¼"

STRESSLESS® EASY ARMREST TABLE 
This table is made for the Stressless® Arion, 

E200 and Wave. Place the armrest for 

convenience when sitting and relaxing, or 

simply take it off  or move it when not in use.

W: 9 ¾" H: 7" D: 9 ¾"

EKORNES® CORNER TABLE
The free-standing Corner table fi ts perfectly 

between two Stressless® recliners, two sofas or 

a recliner and sofa. An ideal solution for home 

theater seating, or for any grouping when 

space is at a premium. L: 27¼" H: 19" W: 23 ¾"

STRESSLESS® FLEXI TABLE 
Exclusively designed in stainless steel, and 

glass. This table is height-adjustable and the 

glass plate can easily be tilted and transformed 

into a standing PC-table for Stressless® Blues 

and Stressless® Jazz.

W:15" L:19 ¼" H: 24 ½"

Ø:35½" H:19"

Ø:21¾" H:19"

LEGS, OTTOMANS AND TABLES

Functional tables designed for comfort and style



Stressless® City (M)

Chair, W:31½" H:44"-45½" D:28"

Seat height 17"-18½"

Ottoman, W:21¾" H:16½"-18 

D:15"

Stressless® Metro (M)

Chair, W:31½" H:44"-45½" D:28"

Seat height 17"-18½"

Ottoman, W:21¼" H:16½"-18 

D:16"

Stressless® City (M)

Low Back

Chair, W:31½" H:34¼”-35¾" 

D:28"

Seat height 17”-18½"

Stressless® Metro (M)

Low Back

Chair, W:31½" H:34¼"-35¾" 

D:28"

Seat height 17"-18½"

Stressless® Vision (S) 

Chair, W:29 ½ " H: 39 ¼"-43 ¾" 

D: 30" Seat height: 17 ¾" 

Ottoman: W:22 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:19 ¾"

Stressless® Dream (M)

Chair, W:32" H:39 ¾"-43 ¾" D:32" 

Seat height: 18"

Ottoman, W:22 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:19 ¾"

Stressless® Spirit (L)

Chair, W:35 ½" H:39 ¾"-43 ¾" 

D:32 ¼" Seat height: 18"

Ottoman, W:22 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:19 ¾"

Stressless® Chelsea (S) 

Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¼" D:28 ¾" 

Seat height: 15 ¾"

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15" D:15 ¼"

Stressless® Mayfair (M)

Chair, W:32" H:40 ½" D:28 ¾" 

Seat height: 15 ¾"

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15" D:15 ¼"

Stressless® Kensington (L)

Chair, W:35 ½" H:40 ½" 

D:30 ¼" 

Seat height: 16 ½"

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15" D:15 ¼"

Stressless® Tampa (S) 

Chair, W:29 ½" H:37 ¾"-41 ¾" 

D:29 ½" 

Seat height: 15 ¾"

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15 ¾" D:16"

Stressless® Reno (M)

Chair, W:31 ½" H:38 ½"-42 ½" 

D:29 ½" 

Seat height: 15 ¾"

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15 ¾" D:16"

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Chair, W:34 ¾" H:38 ½"-42 ½" 

D:30 ¾" 

Seat height: 16 ½"

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:15 ¾" D:16"

Stressless® Magic Small (S)

Chair, W:30 ½" H:38 ½ - 42 ½" 

D:30"

Seat height: 16 ½" 

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:17" D:22"

Stressless® Magic Medium (M)

Chair, W:31 ½" H:39 ¾ - 43 ¾" 

D:30 ¼"

Seat height: 17" 

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:17" D:22"

Stressless® Magic Large (L)

Chair, W:35" H:39 ¾ - 43 ¾" 

D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17" 

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:17" D:22"

Stressless® Sunrise Small (S)

Chair, W:29 ¼" H:39 ½" D:28 ¾" 

Seat height: 15 ¾"

Ottoman, W:22 ½" H:15 ½" D:15 ¾"

Stressless® Sunrise Medium (M)

Chair, W: 31 ¼" H: 41 ½" D: 28 ¾"  

Seat height: 16 ½"  

Ottoman, W:22 ½" H:15 ½" D:15 ¾"

Stressless® Sunrise Large (L)

Chair, W:34 ½" H: 41 ½" D: 30 ¾"  

Seat height: 16 ½"  

Ottoman, W:22 ½" H:15 ½" D:15 ¾"

When you want additional 

height on your Stressless® 

Skyline and Stressless® View, 

you can order an elevator-kit, 

which is easily inserted and will 

increase the height of your chair 

by by 1¼".

Stressless® Crown Medium (M)

Chair, W:29½" H:38½" D:29½"

Seat height: 16½"

Ottoman, W:21¼" H:15¾" D:16"

Stressless® Crown Large (L)

Chair, W:33", H:40¼", D:31"

Seat height: 17"

Ottoman, W:21¼" H:15¾" D:16"

Stressless® Nordic Medium (M)

Chair, W:29½" H:39¼" D:29½" 

Seat height: 16½"

Ottoman, W:21¼" H:15¾" D:16"

Stressless® Nordic Large (L)

Chair, W:33" H:40¼" D:31"

Seat height: 17½"

Ottoman, W:21¼" H:15¾" D:16"

Stressless® Skyline (M)

Chair, W:33" H:39"/43" D:28¼"

Seat height: 16½"

Ottoman, W:21¼" H:16½" D:16½"

Stressless® View (M)

Chair, W:33" H:44" D:28"

Seat height: 16½"

Ottoman, W:22½" H:17" D:18½"

Stressless® Metro and Stressless® City can be delivered in two 

seat heights, 17" (standard) and 18½"  (tall). Preferred seat 

height is specifi ed when ordering (applies to both high and 

low back editions).

Stressless® Magic Offi  ce

Chair, W: 32½" H: 43 ¾"- 49½"

D: 30 ¼"

Seat height: 18¾"- 21½"

Stressless® Mayfair Offi  ce

Chair, W: 32" H: 43½"- 46½" 

D: 28¾" 

Seat height: 17¾"- 20½"

Stressless® Reno Offi  ce

Chair, W: 31½" H: 41¾"-48½" 

D: 29½" 

Seat height: 17¾"- 20½"

Stressless® Dream Offi  ce

Chair, W: 32" H: 42¾"- 49½" 

D: 32¼" 

Seat height: 20¾"- 23½"

Stressless® Sunrise Offi  ce

Chair, W: 31¼" H: 41½"-47¼"

D: 28¾"  

Seat height: 18½"- 21¼"
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Adjustable headrest

All measurements in inches. Sizes of individual products may vary by up to 1½" 

due to the handmade nature of the product.

Stressless® Voyager Medium (M)

Chair, W:32 ½" H:40 ¼" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼" 

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:16 ½" 

D:20 ¼"

Stressless® Voyager Large (L)

Chair, W:35 ¾" H:43 ¼" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¾" 

Ottoman, W:21 ¾" H:16 ½" 

D:20 ¼"

Stressless® Wing (M)

Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¾" 

D:28" Seat height: 15 ¼"

Ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15"

Stressless® Eagle (L)

Chair, W:33" H:40 ¼" D:30"

Seat height: 16 ½"

Ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15"

STRESSLESS® LEATHER 

AND FABRIC CARE KITS 

See page 67.

Stressless® Diplomat (S)

Chair, W:28 ¼" H:37" 

D:27 ½" Seat height: 15"

Ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¼"

Stressless® Consul (M)

Chair, W:29 ½" H:39 ¼" 

D:28" Seat height: 15 ¾"

Ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¼"

Stressless® Ambassador (L)

Chair, W:33 ½" H:39 ¼" 

D:30 ¼" Seat height: 16 ½"

Ottoman, W:21 ¼" H:15" D:15 ¼"

STRESSLESS® SWING TABLE 

D:11"

See page 40. 

STRESSLESS® PERSONAL 

TABLE W: 16 ¼" D:12 ¼"

See page 40.

STRESSLESS® 

ELEVATOR RING

Tall? Give your Stressless® a 

boost with our Elevator Ring. 

Gain nearly 1 ¼" of height 

and enhance your comfort.

Stressless® Jazz (M)

Chair, W: 33" H: 39"-43" D: 29 ½"  

Seat height: 15 ¾" or 17 ½" 

or 19"

Ottoman, W: 21 ½" H: 17 ¾" 

D: 14 ¾"

Stressless® Blues (M)

Chair, W:33" H:40 ½" D:29 ¼"

Seat height: 15 ½" or 17" 

or 18 ½"

Ottoman, W:23" H:19" 

D:17 ¼"

HARD FLOOR PROTECTOR 

Self-adhesive felt, sized to fi t all 

signature ring-based Stressless® 

recliners, keeps your wood or tile 

fl oors in pristine condition.

STRESSLESS® OTTOMAN 

ELEVATOR RING

The Stressless® Ottoman 

Elevator Ring adds 1 ¼" to the 

height. Fits all free-standing 

ottomans produced after March 1, 

2004.

NB: Ekornes products are under constant development, and we therefore disclaim 

any liabilities due to products that may diff er from product images in the catalogue, 

as well as possible typing errors and color diff erences in the catalogue.

When you want additional seating height on your Stressless® 

Jazz and Stressless® Blues, you can order an seat extension, 

which is easily mounted and will increase the height of your 

chair by 1¼".

Stressless® Voyager Offi  ce

Chair, W: 32½" H: 43¼"- 46" 

D: 31¾"

Seat height: 19¼"- 22" 

Stressless® Wing Offi  ce

Chair, W: 29½" H:43"- 45½" 

D: 28" 

Seat height: 17¼"- 20"

Stressless® Consul Offi  ce

Chair, W: 29½" H: 42½"- 45¼" 

D: 28" 

Seat height: 17¾"- 20½"

Stressless® Jazz Offi  ce

Chair, W: 33" H: 43"-49½" 

D: 29½"  

Seat height: 19¾"- 22½"

Stressless® Blues Offi  ce

Chair, W: 33" H:44½"- 47¼" 

D: 29¼"

Seat height: 19¾"- 22½"



Stressless® Nordic (M) 

Stressless® Nordic (L)

Stressless® Magic 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Dream 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Reno 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Arion (M)
High-back

Stressless® Nordic (M) 

Stressless® Nordic (L)

Stressless® Magic (S) 

Stressless® Magic (M) 

Stressless® Magic (L)

Stressless® Wave (M)
High-back

Stressless® Legend (M)
High-back

Adjustable headrest

All measurements in inches. Sizes of individual 

products may vary by up to 1½" due to the 

handmade nature of the product

Individually reclining seats

Stressless® Vision (S) 

Stressless® Dream (M) 

Stressless® Spirit (L)

Stressless® Paradise (L)
High-back

Stressless® Eldorado (M)
High-back

Stressless® Tampa (S)

Stressless® Reno (M)

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Chair (M), W:34 ¾" 

H:38 ¼" – 42" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:56 ¼" 

H:38 ¼" – 42" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:78" 

H:38 ¼" – 42" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (M), W:38 ½" 

H:39 ¾" – 43 ¾" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:60 ¼" 

H:39 ¾" – 43 ¾" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:82" 

H:39 ¾" – 43 ¾" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (M), W:35 ¾" 

H:39 ¾" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:57 ½" 

H:39 ¾" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:79 ¼" 

H:39 ¾" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Medium Corner

W:54" H:29 ¼" D:45 ½" 

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Big Corner

W:55 ½" H:31" D:52" 

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Sector

W:17" D:30 ¾" 

H:22"

Sector Arm

W:12 ¼"  D:30 ¾" 

H:22"

3-Seater (L), W:96 ¾" 

H:40 ¼" – 44" D:35"

Seat height: 18"

Chair (M), W:39" 

H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (M), W:60 ¾" 

H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (M), W:82 ¼" 

H:39 ¼" – 43 ¼" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L), W:71 ¼" 

H:40 ¼" – 44" D:35"

Seat height: 18"

Stressless® Voyager 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Voyager (M)

Stressless® Voyager (L)

2-Seater (L), W:70 ½" 

H:41" D:34½"

Seat height: 17½"

3-Seater (L), W:95 ¼" 

H:41" D:34½"

Seat height: 17"

Stressless® Liberty (L)
High-back
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Stressless® Arion (M)
Low-back

Stressless® Wave (M)
Low-back

Stressless® Legend (M)
Low-back

Stressless® Paradise (L)
Low-back

Stressless® Eldorado (M)
Low-back

Big Corner: Stressless® ParadiseMedium Corner: MC 3: MC 2: MC 1:

Stressless® Arion W:117 ¼" W:95 ¾" W:74"

Stressless® Wave W:116 ¼" W:96 ½" W:75"

Stressless® Legend W:118 ¾" W:97 ¼" W: 75 ½"

Stressless® Eldorado W:117 ¾" W:98" W:76 ¼"

W:138 ¼" W:113" W:87 ¾"WW

MC 3 BC 3MC 2 BC 2MC 1 BC 1

W

Modern Ottoman (M)

W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Chair (M), W:35 ¾" 

H:33" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:57 ½" 

H:33" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:79 ¼" 

H:33" D:32"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (L), W:96 ¾" 

H:35" D:35" 

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater (L), W:71 ¼" 

H:35" D:35" 

Seat height: 18"

Chair (M), W:39" 

H:33" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (M), W:60 ¾" 

H:33" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (M), W:82 ¼" 

H:33" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17"

Modern Ottoman (M)

W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"

Chair (M), W:34 ¾" 

H:33 ¼" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:56 ¼" 

H:33 ¼" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:78" 

H:33 ¼" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Chair (M), W:38 ½" 

H:34 ¼" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:60 ¼" 

H:34 ¼" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:82" 

H:34 ¼" D:34 ¼"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Stressless® Liberty (L)
Low-back

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

2-Seater (L), W:70 ½" 

H:34 ½" D:34½"

Seat height: 17½"

3-Seater (L), W:95 ¼" 

H:34 ½" D:34½"

Seat height: 17½"



Stressless® Mayfair 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Mayfair 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Dream

Offi  ce

Stressless® Dream 

Offi  ce

Stressless® Chelsea (S)

Stressless® Mayfair (M)

Stressless® Kensington (L)

Stressless® Chelsea (S) 

Stressless® Mayfair (M) 

Stressless® Kensington (L) 

Stressless® Jazz (M)

Stressless® E200 
with ErgoAdapt®

Stressless® E40 
with ErgoAdapt®

Stressless® Vision (S) 

Stressless® Dream (M) 

Stressless® Spirit (L)

Stressless® E300 
with ErgoAdapt®

Chair, 

W:40 ½" H:31" D:36"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Loveseat, 

W:63 ½" H:31" D:36"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Sofa, 

W:86 ¼" H:31" D:36"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

Stressless® Tampa (S)

Stressless® Reno (M)

Stressless® Vegas (L)

Ekornes® Manhattan

Stressless® Vision (S) 

Stressless® Dream (M) 

Stressless® Spirit (L)

Stressless® 

Reno Offi  ce

Stressless® Jazz Offi  ce

Chair (L), W:40 ½" 

H:40 ½"  D:32"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L), W:65 ½" 

H:40 ½" D:32"

Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (L), W:90 ½" 

H:40 ½" D:32"

Seat height: 17"

Chair (M), W:37" 

H:40 ½" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (M), W:58 ¾" 

H:40 ½" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (M), W:80 ¼" 

H:40 ½" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17"

Stressless® Buckingham (L)
High-back

Stressless® Windsor (M) 
High-back

1-Seat, W:29 ½" 

H:28 ¾" D:37 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

Chair, W:41 ½" 

H:31 ¾" D:39"

Seat height: 17 ½"

2-Seater, W:67 ¾" 

H:28 ¾" D:37 ¾" 

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater, W:63 ¾" 

H:31 ¾" D:39" 

Seat height: 17 ½"

3-Seater, W:93 ¾" 

H:28 ¾" D:37 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

3-Seater, W:86" 

H:31 ¾" D:39"

Seat height: 17 ½"

1-Seat, W:29 ½" 

H:28 ¾" D: 38 ¼"

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater, W:72 ½" 

H:28 ¾" D: 38 ¼"

Seat height: 18"

3-Seater, W:98 ½"  

H:28 ¾" D:38 ¼"

Seat height: 18"

Stressless® Skyline (M) 

Stressless® View (M) 

Stressless® Metropolitan
with BalanceAdapt™

Stressless® Panorama 
with BalanceAdapt™

2-Seater (M), W:62 ½" 

H:32 ¾" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

2-Seater (M), W:62 ½" 

H:34 ¾" D:35 ½" 

Seat height: 16½"

3-Seater (M), W:85 ½" 

H:32 ¾" D:33 ½"

Seat height: 17 ¼"

3-Seater (M), W:85 ½" 

H:34 ¾" D:35 ½" 

Seat height: 16½"
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Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Loveseat, 

W:67 ¾" H:32 ¼" D:36 ¼"

Seat height: 18 ¼"

Sofa, 

W:85 ½" H:32 ¼" D:36 ¼"

Seat height: 18 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Ekornes® Oslo

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

C3 W:125 ½" C2 W:99 ½" H:28 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

Long Seat, W:51 ¼" 

H:28 ¾" D:74 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

2-Seater with Long Seat

W:103 ¼" H:28 ¾" D:74 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

Modern Ottoman (M)

W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"

C3 

W:123 ¾" C2 W:97 ¼" H:28 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

Long Seat, W:45 ½" 

H:28 ¾" D:74"

Seat height: 18”

2-Seater with Long Seat

W:98 ½" H:28 ¾" D:74"

Seat height: 18"

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

C3 

W:114½" C2 W:92½" H:31 ¾"

Seat height: 18"

Long Seat, W:46 ¾" 

H:31 ¾" D:72 ¾"

Seat height: 17 ½”

2-Seater with Long Seat

W:93 ¼" H:31 ¾" D:72 ¾"

Seat height: 17 ½"

Stressless® Buckingham (L)
Low-back

Stressless® Windsor (M) 
Low-back

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (M)

W:20 ¾" H:17 ¼"

D:19 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Soft Ottoman (L) 

W:25 ¼" H:17 ¼" 

D:27 ¼"

Chair (M), W:37" 

H:34 ¼" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (M), W:58 ¾" 

H:34 ¼" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (M), W:80 ¼" 

H:34 ¼" D:32 ¼"

Seat height: 17"

Chair (L), W:40 ½" 

H:33 ¾" D:32"

Seat height: 17"

2-Seater (L), W:65 ½" 

H:33 ¾" D:32"

Seat height: 17"

3-Seater (L), W:90 ½" 

H:33 ¾" D:32"

Seat height: 17"

Modern Ottoman (M)

W:20" H:17 ¼" 

D:15 ¾"

Modern Ottoman (L) 

W:23 ½" H:17 ¼" 

D:23 ½"



Stressless® and Ekornes® are registered trademarks 

owned by Ekornes ASA, Norway.

Retailer:

EKORNES® AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

The following core items shall be complied with in all parts of our activity:

• Ekornes shall appear as an environmentally-friendly enterprise. Our products shall 

 cause the least possible impact on the environment.

• Ekornes has as its objective to keep the health risk at the workplaces at a minimum.

• Ekornes invests to avoid damage to the environment and injuries to health.

• Environmental information shall be generally available, for example through 

 Environmental Product Declarations (EPD).

• Ekornes shall give objective and open information about how the company handles 

 its environmental responsibility.

As an objective, Ekornes will continue to develop environmentally responsible 

methods in order to gain a competitive advantage ahead of our competitors.

Ekornes participates in the UN’s Global compact.

www.ekornes.com • e-mail: offi  ce@ekornes.com

The objective of Ekornes is to accept environmental 

responsibility related to manufacturing, distribution 

and use of the company’s products.

We will continue to implement initiatives in our 

factories that improve the internal and external 

environment, at the same time as we continue to 

select environmentally-friendly raw materials.

A sustainable manufacture of durable products will 

also be an objective in the development of our 

company.
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